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1799 B-10 VF 20, edge bump, cleaning, net  
Fine .............................................................. $1177

1799 B-11 silver dollar F-VF 15+ gently cleaned, 
spectacular doubled edge lettering! The blank 
planchet for this coin went through most of the 
castaing machine to get its edge lettering, then 
angled up out of alignment. Realizing the edge 
error, which is a big deal, since it is the only place 
the denomination is on this coin, the operator ran 
the blank through the castaing machine again, 
though out of alignment with first effort. I have 
looked for one of these for 40 years or so, and 
finally found one. None of the specialists in dollars 
or early coinages had ever heard of one ’til now. If I 
get my price I figure I will make about 50 cents an 
hour on this, but I did have fun looking. .... $8700.

1859 Merchants & Planters Bank of Savannah 
Georgia Obv: slaves, overseer, open and covered 
wagons VG crudely framed $47 Another Near  
VF ................................................................. $97

1869-P Liberty Seated dollar NGC MS 63 way  
PQ ................................................................ $6700

1872-P with motto rev NGC XF 40 ............. $517
1872-P NGC VF 20 ....................................... $347

1872-CC silver dollar Nice reflective surfaces in 
protected areas NGC EF 40 ....................... $7150

1876-P Trade Dollar NGC MS 62 deep rich blue and 
violet toning PQ ........................................... $1977

1877-P bold Unc, faint cleaning, mark free  
surfaces ....................................................... $477

1878-P trade proof only issue NGC Proof 61 
cameo .......................................................... $2277

1879 Judd 1617 Goloid pattern Metric dollar, with 
.42% gold in the alloy, PCGS 63 superb original 
surfaces PQ ................................................. $5775

Morgans
1878-P 8TF Vam 6, on NGC holder MS 64.. $427
1878-P 7TF rev of 78 VAM 84 PCGS MS62 PQ $127
1878-P 7TF rev of 78 NGC AU 58 (PL) ........ $57
1878-P Rev of 79 VAM220 top 100, EF40 all on 

ANACS holder ............................................. $87
1878-CC NGC MS 63+ ................................. $447
1878-CC VAM-11 Wing Lines top 100 NGC MS 62 

all on holder ................................................. $447

1878-S PCGS MS 65 CAC ........................... $297
1878-S NGC MS 63 (vam 17c, r-6, hot 40) .. $157

1878-S VAM 6, doubled RIB, Hot 50, all on PCGS 
Holder MS65 ............................................... $347

1879-S NGC MS 65 toning $137 MS 65 white $157
NGC MS 63 (rev PL) ...................................... $67
1879-S PCGS MS 65 toning $137 MS 65 white  

PQ ................................................................ $167

Silver Dollars and More
Shipwreck Treasure

In 1622, the Sao Jose was a Portuguese flagship 
sailing to Goa, as the Portuguese enclave and 
trading post in India was known. It carried a large 
silver treasure to fund the government there, 
and to trade for the spices so highly sought in 
Europe. She was attacked by a Dutch English fleet, 
escaped, but still sank from the damage it endured. 
After hundreds of years, these silver pieces were 
recovered off the coast of Mozambique, which 
then was Portuguese Africa.

1556-1622 cob 8 reales Mexico City NGC shipwreck 
effect grade 2 (one best, 5 roughest) ......... $227

1556-1622 cob 8 reales Mexico City NGC shipwreck 
effect grade 1 .............................................. $377

1556-1622 cob 8 reales Mexico City NGC shipwreck 
effect grade 1 (PQ, near Round coin!)........ $447

1556-1622 cob 8 reales Mexico City NGC shipwreck 
effect grade 3 .............................................. $197

1556-1622 cob 8 reales Mexico City NGC shipwreck 
effect grade 3 .............................................. $187

16x8 silver “dog dollar” which circulated in New 
Amsterdam (New York City) probably 1618, poorly 
struck Fine ................................................... $137

1662 silver crown of 5 shillings of Charles II of 
England, rose below bust, dated on edge as well as 
reverse Rev: coat of arms Very choice fine  $247

1668 silver 8 reales cob from Potosi, Bolivia in old 
Spanish Peru VF ......................................... $347

1695 silver crown Octavo (year 8 of William III of 
England) Obv: his fancy bust Rev: coat of arms Abt 
Unc, gently cleaned, strike soft on high spots $877

1734 silver Pillar dollar 8 reales Mexico City mint, 
recovered from shipwreck, probably the Hollandia 
of 1743 or the Rooswijk of 1739. EF sea water 
corrosion, hard cleaning, surface smoothing and 
tooling .......................................................... $147

1759 silver Pillar dollar 8 reales Mexico City mint, 
First coin in redbook EF light cleaning, COA $347

1797 silver 8 reales Mexico City VF, many light 
Oriental chop marks .................................... $127
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